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Policy Background
•

1989 – UN began to review
- Patterns of production
- Alternative sources of energy
- transportation systems
- growing scarcity of water

•
•

Rio “Earth Summit” 1992
Agenda 21:- wide-ranging blueprint for action
- to achieve sustainable development
- worldwide

•

Declaration on Env. & Dev
- Statement of Forest Principles
- UN Framework CC Convention
- UN Convention on Bio Diversity
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Consumption Source – FoE
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Policy in Wales - 1
“Current Way of living is unsustainable”

WAG will Integrate Sustainable Development into all its work
and seek to influence others to do the same

1998 WAG decide to promote ‘Sustainable Development’ in exercise of all it’s function
Vision of Sustainable Wales
- Protect & cherish Environment
- Self Sustaining Economy respecting Env + Soc
- Respond to Sustainable Development Opportunities
- Contribute to SD at Global & Local Level
- Wales at cutting edge - show good SD Practice
- Leading by Example
- Greater energy efficiency of Homes & Business’
- Development of Sustainable Energy
- Effective teaching SD through National Curriculum
- A less wasteful way of living

Supports:- UK Gov Sustainable Strategy
- Social progress recognising everyone’s needs
- Effective protection of the Environment
- Prudent Use of natural resources
- Maintain high, stable econ growth/employment
- Sharing & developing best practice
- Develop & pursue shared objectives
- Help to deliver UK commitments
- Protect & promote Welsh interests
- Setting examples for others to follow

Spending plans must recognise the need for
Sustainable Development objectives to be achieved
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Policy in Wales - 2
“Deciding to Live Differently”
1998 § 121 (1) Government of Wales Act
required a scheme to set out how WAG proposes to promote Sustainable Development
January 2000 Sustainable Development Scheme consultation
Principles mainstreamed into way WAG operates
September 2000 scheme laid B4 WAG
November 2000 unanimously adopted
March 2001 “Sending the Right Signals”
- action plan proposals for consideration
- ensure WDA meet expected standards

March 2002 – Commission energy
efficiency in Wales research

Working with others – UK & International links
- Encourage LA’s – Raise Wales’ Profile – discuss
business contributions – Corporate Planning

Over time = mainstream SD into everything
Address
- skill shortages to meet TF industry needs
- make existing homes more energy efficient
2002 - UK Building Regulation update
- Standard Robust Details (England)
- WAG discuss Energy Efficiency with HBF
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Policy in Wales - 3
Sustainable Development & Timber
2003 – WAG Business & Environment Action Plan Proposed
2004 – Welsh Sustainable Procurement Initiative

2004 WAG Action Plan to:-

June 2004 – “Rethinking Construction” – WAG

- Implement new SD plan
- Formal addition to WAG strategic agenda
“Wales: a Better Country”
- Forms part of UK SD strategy

starts thinking about timber as only renewable

Dec 2004 – embed SD in core training
Dec 2004 – Cleaner Energy Policies
+ Renewable energy & use research

Nov 2004 – WAG energy efficiency plan
- make new & existing buildings more efficient

2004 – Promote SD to Business
National Forest Estate Independently Assessed &
Certified as being Sustainably Managed

- “Business Eye” website
- General business advisory service
- Constructing Excellence in Wales
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Policy in Wales - 4
National Sustainable Forest Management
Promoting SD to Business
2004-5 – Forestry Commission Wales > WFBP
- Voluntary Industry Group
- World Class forest product industries
- Wood Source Wales + Wood Knowledge Wales
- “Green Dragon” commitment to Env. Man’g’t

2005 – Transport Appraisal Guidance
Spring – Autumn 2005 – Env Strategy
- Reduce CO2 + SD Focus
2005-6 SD required in funds for schools

Sept 2005 – Local Development Plans

2007 – Ty Unnos – Welsh Timber in AH

2006 – Develop Welsh Timber products for
Social Housing

2007 – UK Affordable Homes Policy
- UK Code for Sustainable Homes

2007 – 2nd phase Bus & Env Action Plan
- Review waste strategy > 50% recycling
2010 – Halting Bio-diversity loss + 10% R En

2016 (- 2011) – “Zero Carbon” homes target
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UK Goals and Objectives
•

Increase rate of House Building

•
•
•

Reduce build costs
Sustainable Buildings Code
Re-balance Regional Markets

•

Invest more in social homes

•

Create / Promote ‘Sustainable Communities’

- 1.1 m in SE in next 10 yrs + extra 100,000 p.a. nationwide
- Development Partnerships
- Higher Densities
- Use vacant public land – 80,000 for 1st time buyers
- Protect Green Belts

- Develop in appropriate locations
- Narrow ‘Wealth Gap’ - more private assets
- Mixed Communities that are Sustainable
- Extend ‘Right to Buy’ (whole or part) for 300,000 social tenants
- Address needs of single people
- Greater Local Participation
- Local economic drivers
- Design, amenities, environment
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So, what effect has all this Welsh “policy” had? - 1
In the 9 years since 1998:Sustainability Strategy – Woodlands, Amenity, Tourism, etc.
Housing seen as Key Part BUT mainly …
Energy – Design – Testing – Economics – Planning – Biodiversity – Transport – CO2 – EcoHomes – Waste – Recycling – Durability – Water – EMS – MMC – Self Build - Operation
Where is WOOD?

Targets – lift 38,000 of poorest out of fuel poverty
- get grant aid !
- ????
Inputs - All 22 LA’s – Universities – NGO’s – Industry - Public >>>> DISCUSSION + REPORTS
Outputs - e.g. GATE + Bangor (modified wood), (FCW + WAG) >> WFBP – Tof R (goals) are:
•
ensure Welsh forest industries competitive with best in world
•
expand & develop market for higher value products & services
•
encourage wood using culture in Wales + UK - wood = 1st choice
•
build innovative industry - understands / responds to customer requirements
•
sector recognised as making major contribution to Welsh triple bottom line
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So, what effect has all this Welsh “policy” had? - 2
Opinion (Simon Inkson - housing consultant – UK Housing)
“A weak strategic housing function at a local level - starved of resources - housing activities
operate in silos delivering disconnected housing services - housing not recognised as a key
function - all too familiar in many Welsh local authorities.”
His reasons why
• Low level of support provided to by central government and regulatory agencies
• 1996 LGov re-organisation created 22 LA’s – many small, insufficient capacity / resources
• WAG doesn’t fully understand the function – developed & implemented undermining policies
• Allowed new social housing dev.to be determined by personal relationships not Spatial Plan.
• WAG failed to guide putting role into practice, or train and develop staff
• LA’s fail to understand role and importance and do not resource function properly
• Many Welsh LA’s strategic housing role delivered by one officer with other activities
HBF
Concerns = flood risk, sewage capacity, slow development plans, changing affordable housing
framework
NOTE: Little ‘Sustainability’
Little on ‘Timber’
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Prospects
New Welsh Assembly – new law making powers, possible ‘rainbow’ government
BUT early actions?
SMART targets?
Specific : they say exactly what you mean.
Measurable : you can prove that you've reached them.
Achievable : you can reach them in the next few weeks.
Realistic : they are about action you can take.
Time-related : they have deadlines

English (UK) Influence
-

Building Regulations - 2006
Code for Sustainable Homes - 2007
‘Zero Carbon’ development - 2016 (Wales 2011)
Sustainably Sourced Timber Only - 2006
Projects MUST be Sustainable if on (former) Government Land, or Government Financed - 2006
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Green Homes Top Agenda at Off-Site 2007
Emphasis changed from speed and cost to Carbon Footprints

Hanson Prefabricated Masonry Panels

Wilmot Dixon School
recycled timber

Flat packed
Highly Insulated
Natural Lighting
Natural Ventilation
Automatic windows
Easily Expandable
Zero Carbon

Stewart Milne & Kingspan Off-Site
Level 5
Level 6
Near Zero Carbon Timber Frame

“It Doesn’t matter how well you
design the fabric of the house, you’ll
need to use renewable energy to
achieve high eco-home rating”
David Szymanski, MD Hanson Building Prods
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BUT - to build houses you need LAND – with PP’s
HBF Research
2001 homes built = 130,000
2004 Densities rise 60% - 25-40 /ha
2006 homes built = 160,000 (main 2001-4)
Land supply Ð trend since 1994
1997 – 2003 = collapse in greenfield
total land Ð 7%
2000 – 2006 = flats Ï then 2006 Ð
2006 mix switch flatsÎsemi’s + terrace
Flats price £ barely moved for 3 years
BUT average house prices Ï sharply
Recent downturn in PP’s
So: - declining starts
- declining land use
- declining PP’s
= declining house-building soon
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Building Costs of ‘UK’ Policy
Cyril Sweet (UK construction cost consultancy) suggest:-

achieving up to level 3 of Code for Sustainable Homes between 0.4% & 6.4% over Eco-Homes VG
‘wet build’ (masonry) houses have greatest cost increase
Apartments and MMC structures are lowest cost increase
“… good reason to expect actual costs to reduce as industry & supply chain begin to focus on
environmental performance.” Adam McTavish, Director

Osbourne (Housing Contractors)
- estimates that it’s demonstration house cost circa £150 /m2 extra
Chartered Institute of Housing
“The additional costs to achieve Code level 3 … seem to be relatively low” + “… the mass uptake of
micro-renewable technology will certainly bring down prices in the medium to long term”

Arup (International Construction Consultants)
“To achieve level 6, contractors may experience some additional effort sourcing new products and
suppliers, and developing new ways of working”
Chris Twinn, Director of Sustainability

Overall Downward Pressure on Price/Cost Expectations
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Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Sustainable Development = Main policy driver
Now re-enforced by Central Government knee jerk reactions to Climate Change
Much discussion,
… but little achieved over almost 10 years
However, some activities starting to emerge
Much is still ‘discussion’ not ‘hard output’ orientated
WAG now requiring measured outputs,
… but found little evidence of clear target setting
UK Central Government now driving via:- Building Regulations
- Codes
- Finances
Timber Frame well placed to build on expansion rate of circa 20% p.a.
… BUT excess capacity being laid down – possibly 50% spare capacity
… Foreign entrants to UK market (Canada, USA, EU)
… Alternative design approaches emerging
….AND housing output maybe (temporarily) starting to shrink
Planning System may take minimum 3 years to correct land supply
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Summary Observations
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

On their own, policies seem ineffective – “Nice words – little action”
However willing, industry is driven by markets, not “Words”
Strategies MUST embrace hard “SMART” targets
Targets require clear, consistent policing / monitoring AND penalties
UK wide Building Regulation changes will now deliver ACTIONS
… BUT WAG not yet adopting Code for Sustainable Homes
… even though more ‘nice words’ from Minister – target Zero Carbon by 2011 !!??
Massive changes in train for massive market for timber
… BUT overcapacity
… and ‘low cost’ expectations
will depress prices and hinder development of new methods
Timber sector needs to ramp up representation
to move engineered products out of ‘commodity’ classification.
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